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A DIGITIZED TIME-SYNCHRONIZED SAMPLINGSYSTEM 
FOR POLAROGRAPHIC AND COULOMETRIC STUDIES* 

William W. Goldsworthy and Ray G. Clem 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94 720 

August 1969 

ABSTRACT 

A modularized digital electronic system for electrochemical 

analysis is described. Digital and time-synchronous techniques used 

have resulted in improved coulometric and polarographic sensitivity, 

accuracy, and linearity-, and have in addition improved the handling, 

storing, displaying, and readin·g· out of pertinent data. 

Integrator reading errors which normally occur due to capacitor 

leakage and hysteresis have been virtually eliminated by employing a 

continuous incremental demand initiated recharging integrator. Inte-

grator output is presented in digitalform for convenient data acquisition. 

Proper synchronizing and gating techniques greatly reduce the 

noise error produced because operation of the dropping Hg electrode 

(DME) is normally. not :syn~chronize·d;.. wit}:r~d-a'tac<n::quisition. 

Considerable flexibility is ac:;hieved by modularization, making 

possible a variety of electrochemical investigations through different 

connections to the appropriate system function blocks. 

The following instrumental features are discussed in detail: a 

digital integrator using metered input charge reinjection to its null-

seeking input in order to produce charge quantization; a flexible ramp 
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generator producing single, multiple, bidirectional, step-and-hold, 

and stairstep ramps, as well as difference-polarogram incrementing 

functions; a potentiostat with 100-mA, 100-V cell drive capability 

which can operate in constant current or constant potential modes and 

can sum the functions of potential, ramp, and increment; a rate meter 

which accurately determines the titration end point as a function of 

rate; timers used in programing; and interface units employed to 

provide access to data-acquisition and storage devices. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A digital, time-synchronized approach has been employed to ob

tain more precise and sensitive coulometric and polarographic measure

ments. Digital techniques for the integration, differentiation, time

sampling, data-acquisition, and data-processing functions necessary in 

polarographic and coulometric studies have resulted in improved sensi

tivity, resolution, and accuracy. 

Time synchronization of data acquisition with the periodic output 

of the dropping mercury electrode (DME) alone has considerably improved 

polarographic sensitivity, resolution, and accuracy. 

Many problems normally limit the accuracy, sensitivity, and reso

lution of coulometric or polarographic measurements. During coulometric 

and polarographic studies, errors are often produced by circuit instabilities 

in the form of parasitic oscillations, by hysteresis errors in the charge

measuring device, by insufficient measuring definition, by gain instabilities, 

by poor calibration techniques and end-point determination, by generation 

of interfering noises from the action of cell solutions and the DME, or from 

statistically generated noise due to nonsynchronization of data acquisition 

with the periodic output from the electrochemical cell. 

I. ANALOG POLAROGRAPHY COULOMETRY 

In Fig. 1 a conventional analog system for _performing coulometric 

and polarographic studies is shown. A potentiostat is employed to control . 

cell potential accurately as a function of dial position or ramp input 

potential. Constant-current cell operation can also be achieved by applying 

feedback to the potentiostat from the current amplifier's output rather 

than from the cell's reference electrode. In either arrangement cell 
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current is appropriately amplified in an accurate current amplifier and 

applied to the' input of a current integrator. The integrator's output 

potential is sampled at the time of cell-deposition depletion to provide 

coulometric data. This sampled voltage is then measured and recorded. 

Polarographic data are gathered by periodic sampling of the rate of cur

rent accumulation. For further enhancement of data resolution, it is 

often desirable to sample the rate of change of current accumulation. 

Obtaining these functions by analog techniques poses many dif

ficulties. An analog current integrator can seriously limit reading 

accurately because it suffers from a capacitor hysteresis problem that 

can reduce accuracy and linearity and may produce drifts in long-term 

output potential. Analog differentiation, of the quality needed for po

larographic studies, is often difficult to achieve and may require ex

tremely precise adjustment for optimum operation. Noises originating 

in the cell from either the solution or the nonsynchronous operation of 

the DME and the data acquisition detract from accuracy, sensitivity, 

and resolution. In the performance of analog measurements, data 

output form may be incompatible with modern data-recording, processing, 

and storage devices. 

II. TIME-SYNCHRONIZED DIGITAL POLAROGRAPHY -COULOMETRY 

Figures 2 and 3 show coulometric and polarographic systems 

employing digital techniques. Here the basic arrangements are similar 

to that shown in the analog approach except that the functions of current 

integration, differentiation, and data processing are performed digitally. 

Data acquisition is time -synchronized with DME drop-separation time 

to further reduce noise interference. Fixed-time sampling of data can 

, 
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be performed anywhere within the lifetime of the individual mercury drop. 

This arrangement avoids many of the limitations of the conventional 

analog system. The continuously recharging, active digital integrator 

employed permits very accurate digitizing due to its high clock rate, and 

virtually eliminates nonlinearity and inaccuracies usually resulting from 

the current-integrating capacitor's hysteresis, by continuously re

establishing original input charge conditions. Integrator-circuit stability 

is no longer dependent upon active or passive integrator -circuit elements, · . . . 

but only upon the quality of the charge reinjector used. 

Further data processing and reduced measuring errors are facilitated 

by this early digitizing of current-related information. Obtaining the dif-

· ferential of a polarographic wave digitally is extremely simple. No 

elaborate filters or adjustments are needed. Simple programing of the 

multichannel pulse-height analyzer data accumulator is sufficient. 

In polarographic studies a multichannel pulse-height analyzer is 

used in its multiscale mode for data acquisition; during coulometric 

studies, a scaler gathers the data. Initiation of data acquisition and time 

sequencing of the measuring cycle to 1perform useful polarographic studies 

is accomplished by a drop-separation sensor, a delay and gate unit, a 

signal gate, a stairstep ramp generator, and a differential analyzer 

programer. Upon separation of each drop from the capillary of the DME, 

the drop-separation sensor develops an output trigger pulse. This pulse, 

shown in Fig. 4A, triggers the following delay and gate unit, whose function 

is to determine the time width and position of the current sampling interval 

(Fig. 4D). Thus only the desired portion of the entire current wave of 4B 

is sampled. As the delay circuit of the delay and gate units is energized, 
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its initiation in turn starts a program cycle in the differentiator programer, 

which furnishes several commands for the analyzer and ramp generator. 

Integral Polarography 

Integral polarographic operation is achieved by providing a I i 

ramp-advance command to the ramp generator and a channel-advance 

command to the analyzer every time drop separation occurs, as shown 

in Figs. 4E and F. 

Differential Polarography 

Differential polarographic operation is achieved by delivering 

the aforementioned commands of ramp advance and channel advance 

alternately while additional add-subtract memory commands are sent 

to the analyzer in synchronization with the time of each drop separation~\ 
In this manner charge information bf every other drop is subtracted 

from the one before it to produce the differential. When integral or 

differential polarography is performed by use of a single-drop technique, 

an accurate program timer is used to supply the necessary time triggering 

for each measuring cycle. The ramp generator employed develops 

ordinary ramps, stop and hold ramps, or stairstep ramps. The signal 

gate allows storage of information in the analyzer's memory as a func-

tion of its gate period. Information once stored in digital form in the 

analyzer or scaler can be held indefinitely for later display, readout or • 
processing. 

il 
Coulometric Studies 

For coulometric studies the system can be greatly simplified, 

and the arrangement shown in Fig. 3 will suffice. 
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Time synchronization is not needed. A scaler is used for an 

accumulator, and a timer controls the time needed for completion of an 

oxidization or reduction cycle. If more rapid analysis of samples is 

desired, two scalers with fixed time -accumulating intervals for each 

may be used as shown in Fig. 5; and with appropriate timing and with 

mathematical calculations, the total depletion current needed can be 

determined before the end point is .reached. End points may also be 

determined on the basis of count rate rather than on the basis of time, 

as shown in Fig. 6. A count-rate meter with level detection can be 

employed for this purpose. 

III. IMPROVING MEASURING TECHNIQUES 

So far many of the sources of resolution and sensitivity loss 

have been mentioned. In order to cope with these limitations some new 

approach must be made to achieve improvement. 

The most critical task of performing electrochemical measure

ments ·is that of measuring charge accurately. The use of active integrator 

circuits has resulted in notable improvements in accuracy in recent years. 

There are definite ways to even further upgrade current-integration 

techniques by reducing capacitor hysteresis errors and improving mec:~.s

uring definition. 

Another important source of resolutionand sensitivity loss is noise. 

Noise in an electrochemical system can originate from cell problems, 

from electronic problems, and from statistical problems. 

As current flows in an electrochemical cell, several current 

components produce interfering side effects during measurements, such 

as reactive current used in the formation of supporting electrolyte 
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potential gradiants near the DME and leaka~e currents. Some of these 

noises are depicted graphically in Fig. 7. Careful control of supporting 

electrolytes, sampling of current during time-related periods of minimum 

noise, 
1 

signal averaging, and signal differentiation2 can reduce extraneous 

noise. 

Nonsynchronously generated noise, produced in most DME cells 

by the nonsynchronism. of the DME drop time with data acquisition (Fig. 8), 
3 

also causes serious interference. It will be observed graphically that, 

with reasonably reproducible current cycles similar to those observed 

flowing in a DME cell, a considerable error will be introduced in individual 

current integration sampling periods if the periods of drop lifetime and . 

$ampling are unsynchronized. When the sampling and drop period are 

synchronized, almost all the e'rror thus produced disappears. 

IV. INSTRUMENTATION 

The complete digital polarograph-coulometer system as shown in 

Figs. 2 and 3 is composed of many different function units. These are 

potentiostat, current amplifier, current integrator, drop sensor, ramp 

generator, differentiator, timers, programers, routing gates, scalers, 

and a multichannel analyzer. An effort was made to provide an improved 

analytical system. Details of the individual instruments of this modularized 

system will be discussed. 

Potentiostat 

The potentiostat shown in the logic block of Fig. 9 is quite conven-

tiona!. It is designed for ±100-volt 100-mA cell drive capacity. Inputs 

to its control amplifier are provided for potential incrementing, ramp input, 

local feedback, external feedback, and local potential control. Either 

• 

• 
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constant-current or constant-potential operation can be performed in 

coulometric studies. Polarographic potential sweeps can be made by 

applying a ramp input signal to the control amplifier's input. Provision 

for incrementing input potential to the control amplifier is made to allow 

the potentiostat to aid in producing difference polarograms. 

The control amplifier of the potentiostat employs a Zeltec 140B 

HV ope'rational amplifier, which precedes a power complementary 

emitter follower. The reference electrode sensor uses three Philbrick 

P2AU operational amplifiers. These units furnish an extremely low cell 

loading impedance of 10
10 

ohms, and a ten-turn helipot gives local po

tential control. 

Current Amplifier 

The current amplifier shown in Fig. 10 utilizes two Zeltec Model 

M141 operational amplifiers. The first converts the analog of current to 

an output potential and also controls the desired current sensitivity range. 

The second amplifier is used as a unity-gain phase inverter, providing 

the proper phase for integrator drive upon cell output polarity reversal. 

Zero offset, when needed, is assured by injection of current from a 

stable potential source into the amplifier's input. 

Digital Current Integrator 

At this point in the system we diverge from the usual analog 

practices. Here we convert the analog potential output of the current 

amplifier to a digital number. This conversion is accomplished by 

pulse recharging, on an incremental basis, back to the input of the cur

rent integrator's active integrator input. The number of charge impulses 

necessary for this input recharging is summed on an accumulating scaler, 
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in the case of coulometric studies, or fed into a multichannel pulse

height analyzer's memory for storage, in the case of polarographic 

studies. The number of these pulses accumulated is directly related to 

the charge necessary for recharging to the original steady-state condition. 

With the high digitizing rate used, two advantages ensue. High definition 

of measurement is insured, and the potential shift imposed upon the inte

grator' s charging capacitor is minimized. 

Figure 11 displays the arrangement used to perform current 

integration. Current flowing into the input of an active integrator cir-

cuit from the output of the current amplifier causes a charge to accumu

late on c
1 

of the active integrator. As the potential of the active inte

grator's output begins to rise, the sensitive differential comparator, 

sensing this potential, operates, and in turn opens a gate which allows 

locally developed clock pulses to flow through. These pulses trigger an 

extremely stable, adjustable 11 one-shot," which in turn develops output 

pulses of extreme time -width accuracy. These one -shot pulses are then 

used to control charge reinjection at the active integrator's input and to 

simultaneously drive the input of the "accumulate" scaler or the analyzer's 

multiscale input. Thus, as soon as charge begins to accumulate in c 1 , 

recharge to the original charge state occurs and continues to occur until 

there is no flow of current through R 1. This insures an extremely small 

potential shift in c 1 . Since this potential shiftis small, errors normally 

arising from integrator capacitor hysteresis do not exist, guaranteeing 

excellent integrator linearity and accuracy. In order to insure high 

measuring definition, a relatively high clock frequency of 500 kHz is 

employed to provide as high as possible digitizing rates, and the charge 

' 

\) 
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reinjection pulse's width and amplitude are very accurately controlled. 

In order to improve the integrator's utility for quantitative chemical 

analysis, a wide range of adjustment in the width of recharge pulses 

permits calibration directly in gram equivalent of oxidation or reduction • 

A considerable linearity improvement in active integrator operation 

when employing normal operational amplifiers can be achieved by using 

the compensation shown in Fig. 12. Here capacitor c 2 provides the 

temporary storage of charge needed because of the bandwidth limitations 

of the operational amplifier. 

Ramp Generator 

The ramp generator, shown in the block of Fig. 13, is essential 

in performing accurate integral, difference, or differential polarography. 

Two ramp modes are possible: ±ramp hold operation and± stairstep 

ramp operation. Control of time ranges of from 0.5 to 1000 seconds, 

potential ranges of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 15 volts, provision for ramp stopping 

and restarting anywhere within the ramp cycle, and provisionfor cali

bration are incorporated. Conventional ramp generation is furnished by 

flowing charge into the input of the ramp generator's active integrator 

circuit. Logic devices such as flip-flops, comparators, univibrators, 

and gates determine add-subtract sense, interruption, and control of 

charge flow, so as to determine limits, starting, stopping, holding, or 

stepping of the ramp. 

Stairstep ramp operation is achieved by controlling charge flow 

into the active integrator's input through an externally manipulated one

shot timer and a control gate. Such ramp operation and synchronization, 

with drop-separation time and analyzer channel number, is shown in 

Fig. 14~ 
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Time Synchronization 

Several devices are employed to insure proper timing and 

synchronizatio:q during a polarographic measurement. These are a drop

separation sensor and a triggered time programmer, providing a program 

of time -sensing delay and gating, analyzer channel advancing, ramp ad

vancing, and memory sense control. To sense drop separation, the ar

rangement of Fig. 15 is used. Here a source oflow-amplitude 250kHz 

potential is applied between the auxilary electrode and working electrode 

of the cell through the impedance of the small capacitor c
1

• The resistor 

R 1 is of an impedance value close to, or larger than, that of c
1

• As 

drops separate from the mercury column, an abrupt change in cell 

impedance occurs, producing a change in the division of ac potentials 

between c 1 and the cell. Through amplification and detection of this 

disturbance, a triggered Schmitt discriminator develops a timing pulse. 

Delay and Gate Programer 

The timing pulse already generated in the drop-separation sensor 

triggers a delay and gate unit which controls the basic timing cycle for 

sampling of the current from the electrochemical cell. This delay and 

gate unit consists of two "one shots 11 with output drivers, as shown in 

Fig. 16. The period of the first one-shot determines delay. The trailing 

edge of this delay period is in turn used to trigger the second 11 gate" one

shot, which determines the sampling interval. 

Digital Differentiation 

The delay pulse developed by the delay and gate unit is used simul

taneously to initiate the digital differentiator programer. Differentiation 

is accomplished through use of pulse-height analyzer logic control in such 

a manner that information arriving for storage in each memory channel 

• 

• 
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is first subtracted and then added, as shown in Fig. 17. Thus, informa-

tion relating to a drop would be first subtracted from zero. As the next 

drop occurs the ramp is advanced in a stairstep fashion while information 

pertaining to this new drop is added to the negative number first stored • 

The cycle repeats itself for the next pair of drops after each new chan-

' nel advance. The arrangement used for differential programing is 

shown in Fig. 18 . 

. Reversal of the periods of add and subtract results in polarographiG 

inversion. In order to avoid destruction of information held in the analyzer's 

memory scaler during the add-subtract switching cycle, RC slow-down 

filters are inserted in series with the analyzer's add-subtract command 

inputs. To prevent interference of add-subtract switching with the 
I 

analyzer's internal channel-advance logic program, the channel-advance 

signal to the analyzer is delayed to a time following the add-subtract 

switching. 

The leading edge of the delay pulse, generated in the delay and 

gate unit as a result of drop- separation triggering, is used in the differ-

entia! programer to trigger simultaneously a steering flip-flop and a 

timing one- shot. The steering flip~ flop provides logic for driving the add-

subtract command inputs to the pulse analyzer. The no. 1 "AND'' gate 

provides a ramp-advance command each time the steering flip-flop is 

in zero state while a delay input is present. The no. 2 "AND" gate 

provides a channel-advance command each time the steering flip-flop 

is in the 1 state while the delayed channel-advance pulse provided by 

initiation of the delay and gate input is present. The no. 1 one- shot. is 

employed to delay channel advance so that interference will not arise 
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between add-subtract steering and the analyzer's channel-advancing 

cycle. The no. 2 one-shot is used to develop channel-advance pulses 

which are fed through the no. 2 "AND" gate when the steering flip-flop '· 
is in the 1 state. 

Differential polarographic operation produced considerably better 

results than could be obtained from difference polarography. 

Signal Sampling 

· A signal "AND" gate is incorporated to allow sampling of signal 

information at time intervals accurately related'·to drop separation times. 

This gate (shown in Fig. 19) is driven by digital integrator output pulses 

and gate output pulses of the delay-and-gate unit. Its action permits 

accurate time sampling of current integrator output information at fixed 

time periods following the time of drop separation. A considerable im-

provement in polarographic sensitivity can result from proper adjustment 

of the time-sampling position and interval. 

Coulometric End-Point Sensing 

In <;oulometric studies some determination of an end point must 

be made in order to avoid errors from background current and to reduce 

analysis time. Two devices serve this purpose: a digital time-base 

timer with selectable time period, and a count-rate meter with selectable 

cutoff level. 

Multichannel Pulse -Height Analyzer 

An analyzer, operated in multiscale mode, is used for polarographic 

studies, allowing for potenti~l related storage in the analyzer's memory 

as a function of channel and providing the high information storage rate 

needed for precision measuring. Some minor modifications of the analyzer 
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available were necessary to offer the desired logic control needed. By 

bringing out the add, subtract, channel-advance, read-out, accumulate, 

and stop command lines from the analyzer wiring harness, the require-

ment was met. 

The use of a multichannel pulse -height analyzer for polarographic 

studies has many advantages in the storage display, readout, and processing 

of accumulated data. A few of the advantages are as follows: multisweep 

modes may be employed to extract useful information from weak samples; 

base line corrections can be easily performed; comparisons with standards 

can be conveniently made; stored information may be transferred to com

puters for further data processing~ and interface to plotters, printers, 

storage units, and other peripheral gear usually exists. 

Miscellaneous 

Several additional function units consist of program timers, scalers, 

a router, a plotter, a printer, an accurate potential source, a digital volt-

meter, and a two-trace oscilloscope. 

The program timers are high-precision digital timers, operating at 

selectable single or periodic timing intervals. One of these timers is used 

for coulometric end-point determination by remotely controlling scaler and 

potentiostat gating. The other provides sampling-period advancing for 

fixed electrode polarography. Time period selectability of from 10- 5 to 

103 sec is available from either timer. 

For coulometric studies two 106 -capacity digital readout scalers 

act as accumulators. Readout for normal coulometry can be acc9mplished 

with only one of these scalers. If, however, reduced analysis time is 

desired, a program employing two scalers, a timer, and a router (as 
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already shown in Fig. 5) along with mathematical computation may be 

substituted. 

A standard X-Y recorder plots polarograms directly from the 

output of a multichannel pulse -height analyzer. Numerical information, 

from which the polarographic plot is made, can be simultaneously printed 

out on paper tape. 

An accurate DVM facilitates convenient visual display of calibration 

potentials, current amplifier output potentials, and cell reference -electrode 

potentials. 

A source of high precision potential is provided for proper cali

bration. This source, in conjunction with appropriate precision resistors, 

can be used to calibrate the current amplifier, the integrator, the digital 

voltmeter, and the ramp generator. 

A two-trace oscilloscope helps to visually examine timing alignment, 

DME operation, integrator performance, and other important factors. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

A coulometric, polarographic instrument of high accuracy, great 

sensitivity, and great flexibility has been developed which employs digital 

techniques. Sensitivities have been further enhanced by careful synchroni

zation of data acquisition with the periodic output characteristic of the 

polarographic chemical cell. hnprovements of orders of magnitude have 

been realized in the sensitivity, resolution, and accuracy of performing 

electrochemical measurements. Modularization of the electrochemical 

measuring system into its basic components has resulted in considerable 

improvement in flexibility. 

• 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Typical analog polarography. 

UCRL-18939 

a. For constant-potential coulometry potentiostat feedback is 

through potential reference electrode, no ramp. 

b. For constant-current coulometry potentiostat feedback is 

through current amplifier, no ramp. 

c. Polarography is performed with ramp and XY recorder. 

Figo 2o Digital polarography. 

Fig. 3. Digital coulometry. 

Figo 4. Digital polarographic waveforms. 

Fig. 5. Rapid coulometric determination of end point. 

Fig. 6. Rate determination of end point. 

Fig. 7. Interference problems in dropping mercury electrode. 

Figo 8. Error produced by nonsynchronization of dropping mercury 

electrode drop time with data acquisition. 

Fig. 9. Potentiostat block. 

Figo 10o Current-amplifier block. 

Fig. 11. Digital output current-intE~,gj:·atQ:rllilD:C-k. 

Fig. 12. Linearity compensation of active current integrator. 

Fig. 13. Ramp-generator block. 

Fig. 14. Relationship between ramp drop_::a:~ channel. 

Fig. 15. Drop-separation sensor. 

Fig. 16. Polarographic program timer. 

Fig. 17. Digital differentiation. 

Fig. 18. Differential analyzer programmer. 

Fig. 19. Signal gate. 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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